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Résumé
Dans cette étude, nous analysons les conséquences de l’incertitude démographique dans un
modèle d’équilibre général mondial à générations imbriquées (INGENUE 2). Nous
considérons le niveau d’incertitude dans les dix régions du monde ainsi que le degré de
corrélation des erreurs de prévision démographique entre les régions du modèle. Nous
réalisons des simulations stochastiques de population, puis nous les introduisons dans le
modèle économique. Ces simulations nous permettent d’analyser l’incertitude affectant les
principales variables macroéconomiques (taux de croissance du PIB, taux d’intérêt
mondial…) engendrée par la prise en compte de l’incertitude démographique. Nous montrons
également que les hypothèses relatives au degré de corrélation des erreurs de prévision entre
les régions sont cruciales : elles conditionnent l’ampleur de l’incertitude économique et elles
affectent les ajustements macroéconomiques à l’œuvre dans le modèle. En particulier, les
comportements d’épargne des agents dans les différentes régions et leurs conséquences sur la
configuration mondiale des soldes courants diffèrent substantiellement selon les hypothèses
faites sur le degré de corrélation interrégionale des erreurs de prévision démographique.
Classification J.E.L. : C68, F21, D91, J11.
Mots clés : Modèles d’équilibre général calculable, mouvements internationaux de capitaux,
modèle de cycle de vie et épargne, projections démographiques.

Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the impact of demographic uncertainty in a multi-regional
general equilibrium, overlapping generations model (INGENUE 2). Specifically, we will
consider the level of uncertainty in each of the ten major regions of the world, and their
correlation across regions. In order to address these issues, we produce stochastic simulations
of the world population for the ten regions until 2050. Then, we will analyse the economic
consequences on a path by path basis over the period 2000-2050. These simulations allow us
to assess the uncertainty induced into key macro-economic variables, the GDP growth rate
and the world interest rate in particular, by uncertain future demographics. We show that the
assumptions regarding interregional correlations of forecast errors are important in our model:
they have a large impact on the uncertainty of the macroeconomic variables, and it appears
that the macroeconomic adjustments can differ substantially if we consider independence or
high correlation across the regions. In particular, the macroeconomic behaviour of the agents
in the current account/saving problem differs significantly across regions according to the
degree of interregional correlation.

J.E.L. Classification : C68, F21, D91, J11.
Keywords : Computable General Equilibrium Models, International capital flows, Life cycle
models and saving, Demographic trends and forecasts.
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Résumé non technique
Alors que la démographie a de longue date été identifiée comme une variable clé des
évolutions macroéconomiques de long terme, la plupart des travaux menés jusqu’à présent se
basent principalement sur des projections de population déterministes. Pourtant, comme
l’attestent un certain nombre de travaux récents, les évolutions démographiques futures sont
incertaines et la prise en compte de cette incertitude par des scénarios en variante présente un
certain nombre de limites. En particulier, les projections déterministes de population ne
permettent pas d’assigner des probabilités aux différentes trajectoires de population
envisagées.
Les conséquences macroéconomiques de l’incertitude démographique n’ont pas, jusqu’à
présent, été analysées dans le cadre d’un modèle économique multi-régions. L’analyse de ces
conséquences dans le cadre d’un tel modèle s’avère pourtant pertinente pour plusieurs raisons.
En premier lieu, le caractère non synchronisé du vieillissement de la population au niveau
mondial influence les ajustements macroéconomiques sur longue période. En second lieu, le
niveau d’incertitude démographique se révèle différent selon les régions, ce qui est
susceptible d’affecter la dynamique des principales variables macroéconomiques.
Dans cette étude, nous analysons les conséquences de l’incertitude démographique dans un
modèle d’équilibre général mondial à générations imbriquées (INGENUE 2). Dans un
premier temps, nous réalisons des simulations stochastiques de population pour les dix
régions du modèle à l’horizon 2050. Celles-ci nous permettent d’assigner des probabilités aux
différentes trajectoires de population. Dans un second temps, nous introduisons ces
simulations de population dans le modèle économique INGENUE 2 afin d’analyser leurs
conséquences macroéconomiques sur la période 2000-2050. Nous illustrons ainsi comment
l’incertitude démographique se transmet aux principales variables macroéconomiques (taux
de croissance du PIB, taux d’intérêt mondial…).Nous montrons également que les hypothèses
relatives au degré de corrélation des erreurs de prévision démographique entre les régions sont
cruciales : elles conditionnent l’ampleur de l’incertitude économique et elles affectent les
ajustements macroéconomiques à l’œuvre dans le modèle. En particulier, le comportement
d’épargne des ménages dans ce modèle à générations imbriquées diffère substantiellement
selon le degré de corrélation interrégionale des erreurs de prévision démographique, avec des
conséquences sensibles sur la configuration mondiale des soldes courants.

Non-technical summary
While demographics have long been identified as a key variable in long term macro-economic
analysis, most previous analyses have relied on deterministic population forecasts. But, as
several recent papers testify, demographic developments are uncertain, and attempts at
describing this via scenario-based variants have serious shortcomings. Macroeconomic
consequences of demographic uncertainty have not been explored in a multi-regional setting
of the world economy so far, but they can be of considerable interest. The asynchronous
nature of the ageing process is expected to influence macroeconomic trends, but it is also of
interest that the uncertainty of population forecasts differs across world regions
In this paper, we investigate the impact of demographic uncertainty in a multi-regional
general equilibrium, overlapping generations model (INGENUE 2). Specifically, we will
consider the level of uncertainty in each of the ten major regions of the world, and their
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correlation across regions. In order to address these issues, we produce stochastic simulations
of the world population for the ten regions until 2050. Then, we will analyse the economic
consequences on a path by path basis over the period 2000-2050.
The stochastic simulations of population allow us to assign probability to the different
population paths that we generate. The economic simulations performed with the INGENUE
2 model allow us to assess the uncertainty induced into key macroeconomic variables, the
GDP growth rate and the world interest rate in particular, by uncertain future demographics.
We show that the assumptions regarding interregional correlations of forecast errors are
crucial in this multi-regional model: they have a large impact on the uncertainty of the
macroeconomic variables: we illustrate this point by focusing on the world interest rate
dynamics. Furthermore, it appears that the macroeconomic adjustments can differ
substantially if we consider independence or high correlation across the regions. In particular,
the macroeconomic behaviour of the agents in the current account/saving problem differs
significantly across regions according to the degree of interregional correlation.
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1. Introduction
Demographic projections suggest that the OECD countries (notably Europe and Japan) are
expected to have large increases in their old-age dependency ratios. The other regions of the
world are expected to have relatively low ratios, and their working age populations are
expected to increase. This differential timing of ageing may induce international flows of
“excess” saving from the ageing industrialised regions to the younger developing regions,
during the next decades. We expect that such macroeconomic dynamics - more precisely the
saving-investment equilibrium - are reflected in the world financial markets, in particular in
the evolution of the world interest rate.
While demographics have long been identified as a key variable in long term macroeconomic analysis, most previous analyses have relied on deterministic population forecasts.
But, as several recent papers testify (e.g. Keilman, Cruijsen and Alho, 2007; Alho, Cruijsen
and Keilman, 2007), demographic developments are uncertain, and attempts at describing this
via scenario-based variants have serious shortcomings. As far as we know, macroeconomic
consequences of demographic uncertainty have not been explored in a multi-regional setting
of the world economy so far, but they can be of considerable interest. The asynchronous
nature of the ageing process is expected to influence macroeconomic trends, but it is also of
interest that the uncertainty of population forecasts differs across world regions (National
Research Council, 2000).
In this paper, we investigate the impact of demographic uncertainty in a multi-regional
general equilibrium, overlapping generations model. Specifically, we will consider the level
of uncertainty in ten major regions of the world, and its correlation across regions. In order to
address these issues, we produce stochastic simulations of the world population by the ten
regions until 2050. Then, we will analyse the economic consequences on a path by path basis
over the period 2000-2050.
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These simulations allow us to assess the uncertainty induced into key macro-economic
variables, the GDP growth rate and the world interest rate in particular, by uncertain future
demographics. We will show that the assumptions regarding interregional correlations of
forecast errors are important in our model: they have a large impact on the uncertainty of the
macroeconomic variables, and it appears that the macroeconomic adjustments can differ
substantially if we consider independence or high correlation across the regions. In particular,
the macroeconomic behaviour of the agents in the current account/saving problem differs
significantly across regions according to the degree of interregional correlation.
We start out by describing the main features of the point forecast for the world
population, and focus then on both methodological and empirical aspects of the stochastic
forecast of the world population (section 2). A non-technical overview of the economic model
INGENUE 24 follows (section 3). Then we discuss our results on the world interest rate and
the role played by the degree of interregional correlation (section 4). We conclude in section
5.

2. Stochastic Population Forecasts at the World Level.
In order to produce point forecasts of population by region, we rely on the demographic block
of INGENUE 2. The world is divided into ten regions, mainly according to geographic, or
cultural proximity5: North America (including Australia and New Zealand), Western Europe
(approximately EU15), Japan, Eastern Europe (including mainly the newcomers in the EU),
Russian region (including also Ukraine, Bielorussia and Central Asia), Chinese region (China
and other East Asian countries excluding Japan), Indian region (India, Indonesia, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka), Latin region (South and Central America and the Caribbean),
4

The INGENUE 2 model was developed at CEPII, CEPREMAP and OFCE by Michel Aglietta (CEPII),
Vladimir Borgy (Banque de France and CEPII), Jean Chateau (OECD), Michel Juillard (CEPREMAP), Jacques
Le Cacheux (OFCE), Gilles Le Garrec (OFCE) and Vincent Touzé (OFCE). See Ingenue (2007) for a
description of the model.
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Mediterranean region (Non-European Mediterranean countries, Near and Middle Eastern
countries), and Africa (Sub-Saharan Africa).
2.1. Main Features of the Point Forecast.
The regional point forecasts of population have been specified to match the UN forecasts
from 2000 to 20506, by age and sex. Using 1995 as the jump-off year, we project mortality by
age and sex, and fertility by age, for each region, in 1995-2050. We assume that there is no
migration across regions. Although this assumption is violated by a number of pairs of
regions, relative to the sizes of the regions the migration flows are small. Changes in fertility
and mortality rates are specified to match assumptions concerning the total fertility rate and
life expectancy at birth.
According to the point forecast, the world population reaches 9.3 billion in 2050
(United Nations 2001). The population of the Indian region grows to 2.9 billion in 2050 (31%
of the world population, against 28% in 2000). The population of the Chinese region increases
slowly until a peak in 2050. Its share of the world population decreases from 27% in 2000, to
22% in 2050. Or, over the next 50 years, the Indian region is expected to grow by 70%,
whereas the Chinese region will grow by 25%. The African region is expected to grow the
fastest due to its high fertility. In contrast, the population of Western Europe is expected to
stay at the current level, so its share will decline from the current level of 6.4% to 3.5% in
2050.
Western Europe and Japan are expected to be the first regions to undergo severe aging.
In Japan, an increase in life expectancy coincides with a collapse of fertility (to 1.4 children
per woman in 1995, against 2.0 in the U.S. and 1.7 in Europe). This leads to a decline of the
working-age population, in 2005. Western Europe is also expected to undergo ageing as its
dependency ratio (defined in this paper as the number of retirees in percentage of the total
5
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working age population) will rise substantially in the next decades (see Figure 1). In contrast,
in North America fertility is expected to remain above 1.9 children, so the population is close
to reproducing itself. There, the working-age population begins a slow decline in 2020.
Figure 1 shows that the Chinese region, Eastern Europe and the Russian region are
also characterised by rapid ageing, which is expected to be even more pronounced in some
countries than in Western Europe.
Figure 1. Point forecast of the dependency ratio (retirees in percentage of total working
age population) in 2000-2050.
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We concentrate first on the share of the 45-69 years olds by region, because high
savers are concentrated in these ages. Figure 2 shows that the proportion of high savers
propagates from one region to the next over time. The proportion reaches a peak in Japan in
1995 and remains high until 2030. Then, North America has a maximum in 2025, Western
Europe in 2030, and Eastern Europe, the Russian region and the Chinese region follow. All
are regions with declining labour force, which hampers future growth. In contrast, the
potentially fast-growing regions are expected to see an increase in the proportion of high
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savers, which does not culminate before 2050. It follows that saving is expected to change
from early high savers to late high savers in the coming decades. This is because according to
the life cycle hypothesis net savings should even out when cohorts reach the highest ages
(Modigliani, 1986). This assumption is central to the saving behaviour of households in
INGENUE 2.

Figure 2. Point forecast of the proportion of the high saver population (age group 45-69
years as percent of total population) in 1960-2050.
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2.2. Deterministic vs. Stochastic Forecasts.
Revision of population forecasts over time common practice and reflect the uncertainty
surrounding demographic projections (see Figure 3). For instance, between 1994 and 2000,
the UN predicted a total population in Western Europe that vary slightly around 350 million
people in 2050. Then the UN undertook a sharp upward revision, mainly driven by an upward
revision concerning the assumptions for life expectancy and net migration, delivering a
forecast of 400 millions in its latest 2004 projection. Eurostat gave an almost identical number
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the same year after a substantial upward revision. However an alternative forecast performed
by independent demographers in the frame of the European project UPE7 on the basis of
stochastic population forecasts gives a higher number of 427 millions8. The difference is
primarily due to an assumption of faster decline in mortality, and higher level of net
migration. Both can be justified by considering biases in past official forecasts.

Figure 3. Forecasts of total population size for EEA countries in 2050
Forecasts of total population size for EEA countries in 2050 :
450

UN: United Nations
ES: Eurostat
UPE: Uncertain Population of Europe
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To make a conventional cohort-component population forecast, one specifies agespecific fertility rates for women, and mortality rates for women and men for all future years
of the forecast. These inputs are used to generate births and deaths. Furthermore, net
migration, most often specified in absolute numbers, is added to the population each year.
Since the future rates are known only after the fact, demographers have traditionally used
alternative (high and low) variants that bracket the point forecast. These are computationally
simple to produce. Yet, this approach has several important shortcomings as a means of
describing forecast uncertainty.

7
8

See the UPE website for information about the UPE forecasts : http://www.stat.fi/tup/euupe/
See Alders, Keilman and H.Cruijsen (2006).
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First, there is not, in general, any guarantee that the high and low variants for fertility
correspond to a similar level of uncertainty as the high and low variants for mortality. When
expressed in probabilistic terms, it might well happen that the high-low intervals for mortality
have a much higher chance of covering future values than the high-low intervals for fertility,
for example. Nor is it there any guarantee that the high and low variants for different ages, or
for different future years, correspond to the same level of uncertainty. Without a quantitative
yardstick, it is difficult – essentially impossible – come up with a set of high-low intervals that
would be consistent in the probabilistic sense.

Second, a more subtle, logical difficulty arises from the use of high and low variants.
For example, when the high variant of fertility is assumed to persist for every age and for all
future years, the method does not allow for any fluctuations that would cancel to some extent,
over age and time. However, it is known empirically that forecast errors of vital rates do show
a fair degree of cancellation. It is even more obvious that the reasons for why errors incur in
mortality forecasts are typically quite different for the reasons error in fertility or migration
forecasts. For example, France, Spain and Italy have shared similar trends in mortality during
the past decade or two, but their fertility and migration trajectories have been quite different.
From a probabilistic point of view, the use of high and low variants as descriptors of
uncertainty is equivalent to an assumption of perfect correlation that is empirically known not
to hold9. These are some of the reasons, why stochastic forecasts have been proposed as a
more consistent method of describing the uncertainty in population processes.

Stochastic cohort-component forecasts are formally similar to conventional population
forecast, but now future fertility and mortality rates and net migration are considered as

9

This does not mean that alternative variants could not serve other useful purposes. For example, well-motivated
economic scenarios can be used as a foundation of population developments without any references to the
likelihood that scenarios might, or might not, materialize.
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random variables10. Although the history of stochastic population forecasts goes back 50 years
or more, their development was greatly boosted by the phenomenal increase of the speed of
computing that has taken place during the past three decades. In particular, the ability to use
stochastic simulation has allowed the use of realistic model that avoid simplifications that are
necessary for analytical tractability.
2.3. Stochastic Forecasts of the World Population: Methodological Issues
For each region, the point forecast is used as input into PEP11. Since we assume no migration,
the uncertainty of forecasting derives from fertility and mortality alone. As discussed in Alho,
Cruijsen and Keilman (2007) a direct empirical assessment of forecast uncertainty is a
practical possibility in many countries, notably in the EU. However, for the broad regions of
the world, only partial estimates are available (e.g. Alho 1997). Thus, a different strategy had
to be adopted.
To specify the uncertainty parameters we used two sources of information. First, as
regards relative level of uncertainty across age and sex, we used the empirical estimates for
the 18 European countries discussed by Alho, Cruijsen and Keilman (2007). Second, and
more important, these estimates are proportionally calibrated to match the empirical findings
concerning the overall level of uncertainty in population size, as given in Chapter 7 of the
book ‘Beyond Six Billion’ (National Research Council, 2000).12 These estimates were
obtained for the total population of all countries included in the world forecasts of the UN,
and for broad regions of the world, during the latter part of the 20th century. In practice, we
multiplied all age- and sex-specific uncertainty parameters by one region-specific constant

10

The methodological features of stochastic population forecasts are explained in Alho, Cruijsen and Keilman
(2007).
11
Program for Error Propagation. A detailed description of the PEP program is available at
http://www.joensuu.fi/statistics/juha.html.
12
Some re-grouping of the countries had to be done to arrive at the final estimates for the work at hand.
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such that the resulting coefficient of variation13 of the total population of each region, for year
2050, agrees with the empirical estimate. The coefficients of variation that we used for the
calibration of the uncertainty parameters are presented in Table 8.1. The interpretation is that
the probability of, say, Japan being within ±13% of the point forecast in 2050 is about 2/3. As
discussed in Alho and Spencer (2005), these estimates depend on the volatility of population
development during the past half a century. For some regions (such as Western Europe and
North America) this period has been relatively calm so level of uncertainty as specified in
Table 1 is lower than estimates that are based on longer time periods. For others (such as the
Russian region) the period may have been unusually turbulent.

Table 1. Coefficients of variation used for the calibration of the uncertainty scale
parameters.
North America

Western Europe

Japan

South America

Mediterranean

0.06

0.05

0.13

0.12

0.24

Africa

Russian Region

Chinese Region

Indian Region

Eastern Europe

0.17

0.26

0.11

0.11

0.06

In a multi-regional setting, the question of the correlation between the stochastic
population forecasts is of major interest. Referring to the stochastic forecast for the world
population presented in ‘Beyond Six Billion’, Alho and Spencer (2005) note that there were
not sufficient data to reliably estimate correlations across the ten regions empirically. Yet, the
world forecast is sensitive to the level of interregional correlation.

13

I.e. standard deviation divided by the mean.
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Given that reliable empirical estimates of correlation were not available, we ran
stochastic simulations with PEP in such a way that we could perform sensitivity analyses14
concerning the level of correlation of interregional forecasts errors. Technically, we relied on
the use of seeds that has been implemented in PEP (see Chapter 9 of Alho and Spencer,
2005). For instance, if we want a positive correlation of 0.2 between regions, we first run the
program PEP 4n/5 times with a different seed for each region and then n/5 times with the
same seed for all the regions. As a consequence, looking at the first 4n/5 rounds of
simulations allows us to analyse the case with the assumption of independence between the
regions. By contrast, looking at the last n/5 rounds we can study the case of (essentially)
perfect correlation. Results from the whole set of simulations (n times) allows us to study the
case with a positive correlation of 0.2.

2.4. Stochastic Forecasts of the World Population: Main Results.
Figure 4 depicts a stochastic forecast for the world population on the basis of 400 simulations
performed with 50 % and 95 % prediction intervals that assume (unrealistically) complete
independence across regions and the UN high and low variants. The median of the predictive
distribution for the world population in 2050 is 9.51 billion15. According to these estimates,
there is a 50 % probability that the world population in 2050 is between 9.18 and 9.87 billion
people.

14

We compare the case of independence of interregional forecasts errors with the one where the
correlation between regions is positive and could reach 0.2.
15
In general, the median of the predictive distribution does not exactly agree with the point forecast.
In addition, the calibration of the data for use in PEP was based on a number of simplifying
assumptions. Finally, simulation error may contribute to the difference between 9.51 billion and the
UN point forecast of 9.3 billion.
14

Figure 4. Stochastic forecasts of the world population (independence of interregional
forecasts errors) and UN high/low variants.
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Table 2 presents the uncertainty of the world forecasts in the case of independence
across regions compared with the case where the interregional correlation is 0.1 and 0.2.
Introducing an interregional correlation of 0.1 across the ten regions has an effect of
multiplying the standard error estimates for the world by 1.19 as compared to standard errors
that assumed independence16. With an interregional correlation of 0.2, the standard error
estimates for the world is multiplied by 1.30 as compared to standard errors that assumed
independence. With the assumption of independence between the regions, the 95% prediction
interval is [8.71, 10.66] billion. With the assumption of the interregional correlation of 0.1,
the 95% prediction interval is larger and ranges between 8.46 and 10.78 billion. The 95%
prediction interval is even larger when we assume an interregional correlation of 0.2 as it
reaches [8.21, 10.81] billion. The increase in the prediction interval is explained by the fact
that when we consider a positive interregional correlation, we introduce a certain number of

16

Based on extensive simulations Alho and Spencer (2005) find a multiplier of 1.28 for the standard
error estimate for the corresponding analysis. The difference may be due to the limited number of
simulations we have at our disposal.
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simulations with perfect correlation (see Section 2.3). As a result, we get some “extreme”
population paths in which the errors are going in the same direction for all the regions
considered. One must note that, in all the cases, the UN high and low variants are outside
from the prediction interval, illustrating that the probability they could occurred is very low17.

Table 2. Quantiles of the predictive distribution of world population in 2050.
0.025

0.25

0.5

0.75

0.975

Independence

8.71

9.18

9.51

9.87

10.66

Correlation of 0.1

8.45

9.15

9.50

9.87

10.77

Correlation of 0.2

8.23

9.12

9.50

9.89

10.89

Table 3 shows that Western Europe will age rapidly in the coming decades: the
median of old-age dependency ratio is expected to increase from 0.50 in 2010 to 0.99 in
2050, with a 90% prediction interval of [0.88, 1.13]. A comparison to Table 4. indicates that
the Russian region will age by as much, from 0.31 to 0.82 in 2050, but starting from a lower
level. However, a major difference is that in the latter the 90% prediction interval ranges from
0.46 to 1.30 in 2050. Furthermore, notice that the dispersion is already high in 2030.

Table 3. Quantiles of the predictive distribution of the dependency ratio in Western
Europe in 2010, 2030 and 2050.
0.05

0.25

0.5

0.75

0.95

2010

0,49

0,50

0,50

0,50

0,50

2030

0,77

0,79

0,81

0,83

0,85

2050

0,88

0,95

0,99

1,04

1,13

Note: Results under the assumption that interregional errors are independent.
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One must note that Juha Alho reach a similar conclusion with the stochastic simulations presented in the
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Table 4. Quantiles of the predictive distribution of the dependency ratio in Russian
region in 2010, 2030 and 2050.
0.05

0.25

0.5

0.75

0.95

2010

0,28

0,30

0,31

0,32

0,33

2030

0,33

0,43

0,50

0,56

0,63

2050

0,46

0,66

0,82

1,00

1,30

Note: Results under the assumption that interregional errors are independent.

3. INGENUE 2: A long term model for the world economy
Our economic simulations were made with a new version of the computable, general
equilibrium, multi-regional overlapping-generations model INGENUE18. The model was
initially constructed to assess wealth accumulation and the development of pension funds and
other forms of retirement saving, in a global macroeconomic setting19, for ten major regions
of the world, until 2050.
INGENUE 2 is an overlapping-generations model of Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1987)
type. The model has 21 generations. The time unit is 5 years and the maximum life span is
105 years. The model includes 17 cohorts of adults (ages 20+) and 4 cohorts of young (ages <
20). Cost per child is proportional to the consumption of their parents. Labour supply is
exogenous and adjusted for an age-specific participation ratio to the labour market in each
region. The model does not distinguish between sexes, the young do not optimise their
behaviour, and household behaviour is reduced to behaviour of individuals who progress from
working age to retirement age according to region-specific patterns.

‘Beyond Six Billion’ book.
18

For technical features of the new INGENUE 2 model, as well as the baseline scenario and a
sensitivity analysis of the main structural parameters, see Ingenue (2007).
19
For a synthetic view on the global demographic changes issue, see IMF (2004) and Ingenue (2002).
This issue is also explored in a multi-country model by Börsch-Supan, Ludwig and Winter (2006).
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Household behaviour. Individuals make economic decisions according to the life cycle
hypothesis. A voluntary bequest is left to children at age 80 (in the baseline version of
INGENUE 2) subject to survival until 80. In the budget constraint, the expenditures consist of
consumption (including costs of children) and saving in each age and each period. On the
income side there is, first, the return on accumulated saving corrected by one-year survival
probabilities. This adjustment is equivalent to a perfect annuity market that pools the risk of
death. Second, there is non-financial income that depends on age: labour income (after social
security taxes) adjusted by a region-specific age profile of labour force participation for
people in full labour activity; a mix of labour income and pension benefits for people partially
retired (reduced labour activity); full pension benefits for people entirely retired. The lifetime
utility is maximised under the intertemporal budget constraint, taking prices, social
contributions and benefits as given (Modigliani, 1986).
Public sector is confined to a public Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) defined benefit pension
scheme in all regions. It pays a proportion of the current net wage to retirees. It is financed by
a payroll tax on labour income. The exogenous parameters are the retirement age and the
replacement ratio. They are region-specific and the contribution rate is determined so as to
balance the budget, period by period.
Production system. Goods are heterogeneous. In each region there is an intermediate
goods sector. It uses labour and capital to produce a region-specific intermediate good with a
constant return-to-scale Cobb-Douglas production function. The final goods sector is the
product of a Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) combination of a domestic intermediate
good and an homogenous world good imported by the region from a world market (Backus
and al., 1995). This homogenous world good is “produced” by a fictive world producer as the
output of a CES combination of all intermediate goods exported by the regions. All
production functions are augmented by Total Factor Productivity (TFP) coefficients.
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Firm behaviour. In each sector (intermediate/final goods), markets are competitive.
Firms maximize their profit under their production constraint, taking prices as given. In the
domestic intermediate good sector the constraint is intertemporal, since the production
function depends on the stock of capital that is depreciated and accumulated. Intermediate
goods producers maximize net present value of future cash flows, i.e. production value minus
wage cost and capital cost. The latter depends on the depreciation rate, which is itself
influenced by international capital market imperfections. The depreciation rate is
asymmetrically dependent on the ownership ratio (total wealth of households/ capital stock).
An ownership ratio less than one indicates that the region is a net debtor. In those regions the
imperfections of international financial markets raise the cost of capital the more the larger
foreign debt. It shows up in a higher rate of economic depreciation of the capital stock. In
creditor regions (ownership ratio above one) the rate of depreciation is a constant, thus
independent on financial condition. Other types of producers face a simpler maximisation
problem. Domestic goods producers and the world producer maximize current profit subject
to their CES production functions.
General equilibrium. The capital stock in each region, the age distribution of saving in
each region, and the initial prices of domestic commodities, are the initial conditions.
Exogenous variables and parameters are the demographic profiles in each region that are
outputs of the demographic upstream model; the coefficients of the TFP determination in
intermediary and final sector of each region; and the social security policy parameters in each
region. The competitive world equilibrium stems from five set of equations: intertemporal
utility maximization of households; intertemporal profit maximization of firms in
intermediate goods sectors; period profit maximization of firms in final goods sectors; period
profit maximization of the world producer; and market clearing conditions. The markets for
intermediate goods, final goods, labour in each region, and the market for the world
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intermediate good, are cleared in each period. These equations determine all relative
equilibrium prices expressed in a common numeraire, which is the price of the intermediate
good in North America. This convention allows us to express values in constant dollars.
Finally, Walras’s law implies that the world financial market equilibrium is the redundant
equation.
Technological catching up. The level of TFP is exogenous and grows at a constant
rate, in each region. For 1950 until 2000, the growth rate of TFP is given by historical data.
After this date the rate of growth of the TFP is the result of a given, exogenous growth of
1.1% per annum in the North American region, supposed to be the technological leader, and a
region-specific exogenous, catching-up factor, reflecting international diffusion of
technological progress. In the baseline scenario of the model, three regions have a sustained
catching up process: the takeoff in the Chinese and Indian regions which had already started
in the 1990’s is assumed to gain momentum. Eastern Europe is also assumed to be a fast
growing region due to its participation to the European Union. The model has been calibrated
on the basis of the international macroeconomic database constructed by Heston, Summers
and Aten (2002).

4. Macroeconomic consequences of demographic uncertainty in a multi-region model.
In this section, we analyse the economic consequences on a path by path basis of the
introduction of the stochastic simulations of the world population.

4.1. Macroeconomic consequences of regional demographic uncertainty.
The macroeconomic consequences of demographic uncertainty are different from one region
to another (Table 1). For instance, the uncertainty surrounding the GDP growth rate is higher
for the Russian region than for the Western European region of the model as a result of the
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higher uncertainty concerning the populations forecasts in the former region (Tables 5 and 6).
The median of the predictive distribution of GDP growth decreases in Western Europe from
1.90% in 2010 to 0.67% in 2050 with a 90% prediction interval of [0.31 %, 1.04 %]. In the
Russian region the median decreases sharply from 1.60% in 2010 to 0.08% in 2050. The
uncertainty is substantially higher than in Western Europe with a 90% prediction interval of [1.11 %, 1.17 %]. In the INGENUE 2 model, demographic uncertainty translates into
economic uncertainty through two channels: first, uncertainty on the size of the working age
population impacts directly GDP growth in each region. Second, GDP growth also reflects the
consumption/saving choices of the households with perfect foresights who react to new
population paths they discover at the beginning of the simulation period. This last point
explains why uncertainty surrounding GDP growth in the Russian world is already high at the
beginning of the 21st century.
Table 5. Quantiles of the predictive distribution of GDP growth in Western Europe in
2010, 2030, and 2050.
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0.67
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Table 6. Quantiles of the predictive distribution of GDP growth in the Russian region in
2010, 2030, and 2050.
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In the INGENUE 2 model, the world interest rate balances at each period the capital
supply and the capital demand at a world level. The equilibrium of the world financial market
is then given by the following equation:

∑p

z
f

(t ) K z (t ) =∑ p zf (t ) S z (t ),

z

z

Or, at time t the world interest rate will balance the sum over all regions z, of firms’ capital
stocks K z (t ) and assets (hold by the households) S z (t ) , where

pzf (t) denotes the price of the

final good produced in region z at t. As a theoretical ‘balancing parameter’, the interest rate
does not exactly correspond to observable interest rates. Probably the closest proxy for the
rate would be the real US bond yield rate of AAA companies. However, as our model
assumes perfect foresight, the world interest rate we consider is not perturbed by structural
shocks of the world economy, changes in monetary policy etc. In fact, the only source of
variation considered in this paper is that caused by changing demographics.
In the deterministic baseline scenario, the world interest rate is expected to decline in
the next fifty years as a result of the demographic evolution and the macroeconomic
dynamics: the working age population is expected to decline absolutely while the age-group
of high savers is expected to grow in one region after another (Figure 2). In the first decades,
there is a substantial amount of saving by the ageing populations of Western Europe and
Japan. In the long run, saving will diminish but increase in the developing regions, where
investment will become more efficient due to technological catching up. As a result, the world
saving-investment equilibrium is tilted more and more towards a lower equilibrium rate.
Introducing stochastic demographics into the economic model does not substantially
change the picture: the general declining pattern of the world interest rate remains the same.
The uncertainty related to this economic variable increases over time but remains quite low
(see Table 7).
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Table 7. Quantiles of the predictive distribution of the world interest rate in 2010-2050.
0.025
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0.5
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5,267
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5,384

5,421

5,505

2030

4,531
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4,887

2040

4,193

4,333

4,397

4,479

4,646

2050

3,889

4,059

4,136

4,241

4,415

Introducing an interregional correlation of 0.2 across the regions increases the standard
deviation of the world interest rate, but the effect becomes smaller with the forecast horizon
(Table 8). In 2010 the standard deviation is multiplied by 1.37 but in 2040 only by 1.14.

Table 8. Dependence of standard deviation of world interest rate on interregional
correlation of population uncertainty:

Ratio

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

1,375

1,288

1,163

1,143

1,079

Note : Ratio = (standard deviation when interregional correlation is 0.2)/(Standard deviation when region are
independent).

These results contrast with those obtained with the GDP growth, above. In particular,
we conjecture that the narrowness of the prediction intervals for the world interest rate is
primarily due to the assumption of perfect foresight of the agents.
In order to analyse the effects of demographic uncertainty on the world interest rate,
we compute three “global” old-age dependency ratios. The G3 dependency ratio includes the
three most industrialised regions of the model, namely Western Europe, North America and
Japan. The G5 dependency ratio includes Western Europe, North America, Japan, East
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Europe and Russian Region that are expected to experience the most important ageing over
the next five decades. The world dependency ratio includes all ten regions.

Figure 5. World interest rate as a function of the G3 dependency ratio in 2025 under the
assumption that interregional forecasts errors are independent.
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Figure 5 depicts the G3 old-age dependency ratio and the world interest rate in 2030
for the case where interregional forecasts errors are independent (based on 200 simulations).
There is a clear negative correlation between the dependency ratio and the interest rate (R2 =
0.31). To understand this economically, note first that a higher than expected old-age
dependency ratio reflects either a high number of elderly people, a low number of working
age people, or both. Consider first the case of an unexpectedly low number of workers20. In
our economic framework investment is taken to be an increasing function of the working age
population, so we expect a decline in demand for investment capital. This tends to lower the
interest rates. Consider now the case in which we have a higher than expected number of the
elderly21. Under the assumption of perfect foresight, workers will save more, all through their
careers, than under the most likely circumstances. Thus, there will be an increase in the
20

As discussed in Alho et al. (2007), this occurs typically if our forecast of net-migration is too high.
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supply of capital to the markets, and interest rates will again go down. On a longer horizon,
the macroeconomic effects of a higher than expected number of the elderly will be different.
As they retire, individuals will sell their assets to finance consumption: the lower amount of
assets will induce an increase of the interest rate. As the share of the elderly population
increases over time, the macro-level of saving will decrease and the interest rate will then rise.

Figure 6. World interest rate as a function of the G3 dependency ratio in 2025 under the
assumption that interregional forecasts errors have a correlation of 0.2.
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The link between the world interest rate and the G3 old-age dependency ratio is
reinforced when we assume a positive correlation for the interregional forecasts errors. Figure
6 depicts the G3 dependency ratio and the world interest rate in 2030 for the case where
interregional forecasts errors have a positive correlation of 0.2.22 By comparing this result
with the previous one, we note that the dispersion of the dependency ratio is higher. This
result from the fact that we now take into account simulations with interregional forecasts
errors that have a positive correlation (i.e. stochastic simulations of populations with low
21

This would typically be caused by mortality being lower than we expect in the baseline scenario.
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fertility rate and/or higher life expectancy for one region is associated with stochastic
simulations with the same characteristics for the nine remaining regions). Furthermore, the
scatter of the world interest rate is also higher than in the case where interregional forecasts
errors are independent23. Or, the positive correlation between regions leads to economic
situations where the tensions on the world capital market are substantial.
The G3 old-age dependency ratio is perhaps the most accurate ‘global old age’
variable of the three that we have considered for the purpose of explaining the level of world
interest rate in 2030 as it has R2 = 0.52 (Figure 8.5). Indeed, when interregional forecasts
errors have a positive correlation of 0.2, the R2 of the regressions of the world interest rate on
the G5 and world dependency ratios are equal to 0.37 and 0.38, respectively.
In order to have a deeper understanding of the effect of cross-regional correlation of
demographics on world interest rate, we look at the simulation leading to the lowest level for
world interest rate in 2030. This occurred under a perfect correlation simulation. In it, fertility
is globally lower than in the point forecast, leading to a lower growth rate of the working
population of the regions from 2030 (Figure 7).

22

Technically, the 50 simulations of stochastic populations that have been performed with PEP by
taking the same seed for the different regions of the model are added to the 200 independent
simulations.
23
This result has already been highlighted in Table 8.8.
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Figure 7. Working age population annual growth rate in 1995-2050 (difference from
baseline scenario).
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Also, life expectancy is higher than in the point forecast, so the old-age dependency
ratio, the contribution rate to the retirement system, and the proportion of high savers are
substantially higher than under the point forecast, in the developing regions of the model.
Over the period 2000-2030, the increase of saving is the highest in the regions facing the most
important rise of their dependency ratio. Thus, the supply of capital from households is high
for all regions during 2000-2030 (see Figure 8.7)24. The lower labour input leads to lower
investment and a lower GDP growth after 2035. This lowers the demand for capital from
firms. Over the whole period, the interest rate resulting from this saving-investment
equilibrium is lower than under the most likely population development, because the global
capital supply exceeds the capital demand in all regions.
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Figure 8. Evolution of the Net Saving (in percentage of GNP):
difference from baseline scenario
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4.2. Macroeconomic dynamics with perfect interregional correlation vs.
independence.
We have seen that the macroeconomic behaviour of the agents in the regions is related to the
degree of interregional correlation. In order to illustrate this point we focus on the current
account/saving problem for Western Europe, North America and Japan on the one hand,
Chinese and Indian regions on the other.
In 202525, industrialised regions have begun to experience ageing: the old-age
dependency ratio of Western Europe is expected to increase to 0.7 from 0.45 in 2005, and in
Japan it is expected to rise to 0.65 from 0.40 in 2005 (Figure 1). Although the ageing process
is less pronounced in the two Asian regions, the dependency ratio is still expected to increase
by almost 0.10, reaching 0.26 in 2025 in the Chinese region. In the Indian region, the increase
is expected to be much less pronounced as the ratio increases only by 0.04 during 2005-2025
24

Overall, the deviations from the baseline scenario are the largest for the regions where the
uncertainty scale parameters have the highest calibrated values (see Table 1).
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to reach 0.16. According to the point forecast, the proportion of high savers would reach its
peak in 2020-2025 in Western Europe (Figure 2). At this time, the proportion of high savers
will be high in Japan26, but also in the Chinese region and North America. In 2025, the
proportion of high savers is expected to have increased in the Indian region but to remain
below 25% of the total population. From the economic point of view, in 2025 the three
industrialised regions are creditors vis-à-vis the rest of the world, because they all have
current account surpluses. In contrast, the two Asian regions are net borrowers (Figure 9).
Indeed, our analysis shows that Western Europe could get a current account surplus:
the saving of European households could flow towards the developing regions of the world
that have a more sustained path of growth, due to the increase of their working age
populations. Nevertheless, these regions will also face fiscal sustainability problems in
relation with ageing in a more distant future (Figure 1).

Figure 9. Evolution of Current Account Balance in the INGENUE 2 model
(percentage of World GDP) .
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Source: INGENUE 2.
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The results are similar for the decade 2020-2030, but they would differ for more distant periods as
the relative demographic and economic features of the regions change.
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Our simulations highlight the potential effect of cross-regional correlation on
macroeconomics. For instance, there is a clear positive association (R2 = 0.72) between the
current account position and the level of saving in Western Europe in 2025 (see Figure 10)
when regional demographics are independent. The level of saving depends on population
structure that differs from one population simulation to another. A high level of national
saving will allow the Western European region to have a more pronounced creditor position
vis-à-vis the rest of the world. In the case in which cross-regional correlation is 0.2, the
association is less important (the R2 = 0.60).

Figure 10. Current Account as a function of Saving in Western Europe in 2025 under
the assumption that interregional forecasts errors are independent.
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In order to understand this result, we plot in Figure 11 the current account and the level of
saving in the case with perfect correlation for the interregional forecasts errors27. The
correlation between the economic variables is now negative. This is caused by behavioural
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The proportion of high savers also reaches high values in Eastern Europe and the Russian region,
two regions that will also experience ageing and fiscal sustainability problems at this time horizon.
27
This corresponds to the stochastic simulations performed with the same seed for all the regions of
the model.
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adjustments of the economic agents28. Indeed, the correlation between saving across two
regions is high in the case of perfect correlation. For instance, the regression of saving in
North America on saving in Western Europe in 2030 shows a high positive correlation: R2 =
0.841 and the regression coefficient is equal to 1.11 (in the case of independence of
interregional forecasts errors, the R2 = 0.127 only)29. This statistical result concerning saving
in the case of perfect correlation is observed for all the regions. For instance, for regression of
saving in Western Europe on saving in the Indian Region in 2030 we have R2 = 0.67,
reflecting a high positive correlation in the case of perfect interregional correlation, while it is
equal to zero in the case of independence between the region.

Figure 11. Current Account as a function of Saving in Western Europe in 2025 under
the assumption that interregional forecasts errors are perfectly correlated.
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We note that the same regression based on the current account and saving in the North American
region in 2025 leads to the same results. In the case of Japan, there is a clear positive correlation in the
case with independence of interregional forecasts errors but there is no correlation in the case of
perfect correlation between the regions of the model.
29
One must note that the regression of the dependency ratio of Western Europe on the dependency
ratio of North America show a very high positive correlation (0.99) in the case of perfect correlation.
In the case of independence, the correlation is equal to zero.
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The phenomenon we observe is caused by the fact that, for each simulation, deviations
from the point forecast go to the same direction for all regions (Figure 7 illustrates this for the
working age population). As a consequence, once the decision makers discover the nonanticipated new population path in 2000, households in each region will change their
consumption/saving behaviour in the same way. For instance, while the households of a
region will increase their saving during their working period if life expectancy is higher than
in the point forecast, the same will happen in other regions, as well. Therefore, the amount of
capital exported by these regions (inducing a current account surplus) is not a function of the
level in their national saving as in the case of independence between regions. To illustrate
this further, we focus on the Indian region. In the case of independence between the regions,
we observe the same statistical relation than for the Western Europe case (Figure 12). The
current account deficit of the Indian region is all the more important than the level of saving is
low in the region.

Figure 12. Current Accounts vs. Saving in the Indian region in 2025 under the
assumption that forecast errors are independent.
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In the case with perfect correlation across the regions, this positive correlation does not hold
anymore (Figure 13): the coefficient associated with the regression (which is equal to 0.22 in
the previous case) is now equal to –0.03. Furthermore, the range of current account deficit is
much narrower than in the case with independence30.
It appears that the external position of the Asian regions (Chinese and Indian regions)
is less sensitive to the level of their saving in the case with perfect interregional correlation.
The link between the macroeconomic variables in this multi-regional setting is then distorted
in the cases in which all the regions face the same type of innovations concerning their
population paths.
Figure 13. Current Account vs. Saving in the Indian region in 2025 under the
assumption of perfect correlation of interregional forecasts errors.
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Similar adjustments occur in the case of the Chinese region. Nevertheless, the regression in the case
of perfect correlation leads to a small positive value for the coefficient (0.047) associated to the
regression.
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5. Conclusion.
In this study, we have investigated, apparently for the first time, the impact of demographic
uncertainty within a multi-regional general equilibrium, overlapping generations model. We
offer four main conclusions, three empirical ones, the fourth a methodological one.
First, simulating stochastic population paths into the multi-regional world model allow
us to assign probability to the different population path generated. We show that, even with an
interregional correlation of 0.2 (the case we considered with the largest prediction interval),
the UN high and low variants are outside from the prediction interval, illustrating that the
probability they could occurred is very low.
Second, introducing stochastic population paths into the multi-regional world model
indicates that the effect of the uncertainty of demography has major impact on GDP growth,
the larger the uncertainty in demographics, the larger the uncertainty in GDP growth. In
particular, on must note that GDP growth could be negative in the Russian world in 2050 in
relation with the demographic uncertainty in this region.
Third, as one would expect, introducing stochastic demographics does not change the
declining trend of the world interest rate during 2000-2050 that we get in the baseline
scenario. However, a surprising finding was the narrow range of uncertainty in the interest
rate, even up to 2050. Comparable interest rates, such as the bond yield rates of major
companies display much more volatility. The major reason for the difference is linked to the
perfect foresight hypothesis which is one of the major features of our model.
Fourth, interregional correlations of population evolution appear to be important in the
multi-regional model, as they have a large impact on the uncertainty surrounding the
macroeconomic variables. Although existing estimates of cross-regional correlation point to
relatively low values, by considering the extreme assumption of perfect correlation we
discovered a qualitatively different economic evolution, as compared to the case of
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independence. Thus, the consideration of stochastic paths revealed a structural feature of the
multi-regional INGENUE 2 (specifically, the link between the current account position and
the level of saving in different regions) that would have been difficult to detect based on the
conventional approach of considering a limited number of alternative scenarios.
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Appendix: the regions in the INGENUE 2 world model.
In the INGENUE 2 model, the World is divided in 10 regions according mainly togeographical and
demographic criteria. These regions are labelled : Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North America,
Latin America, Japan, Mediterranean World, Chinese World, Africa, Russian World and Indian
World. The content of each region is detailed below.
"Western Europe": 'Channel Islands', 'Denmark', 'Finland', 'Iceland', 'Ireland', 'Norway', 'Sweden',
'United Kingdom', 'Greece', 'Italy', 'Malta', 'Portugal', 'Spain', 'Austria', 'Belgium', 'France', 'Germany'
(East and West), 'Luxembourg', 'Netherlands', 'Switzerland'.
"Eastern Europe": 'Estonia', 'Latvia', Lithuania', 'Bulgaria', 'Czech Republic', 'Hungary', 'Poland',
'Romania', 'Slovakia', 'Slovenia', 'Albania', 'Bosnia and Herzegovina', 'Croatia', 'TFYR Macedonia',
'Yugoslavia'.
"North America": 'Canada', 'United States of America', 'Australia', 'New Zealand', 'Melanesia', 'Fiji',
'New Caledonia', 'Papua New Guinea', Solomon Islands', 'Vanuatu', 'Micronesia', 'Guam', 'Polynesia',
'French Polynesia', 'Samoa'.
"Latin America": 'Argentina', 'Bolivia', 'Brazil', 'Chile', 'Colombia', 'Ecuador', 'French Guiana',
'Guyana', 'Paraguay', 'Peru', 'Suriname', 'Uruguay', 'Venezuela', 'Belize', 'Costa Rica', 'El Salvador',
'Guatemala', 'Honduras', 'Mexico', 'Nicaragua', 'Panama', 'Bahamas', 'Barbados', 'Cuba', 'Dominican
Republic', 'Guadeloupe', 'Haiti', 'Jamaica', 'Martinique', 'Netherlands Antilles', 'Puerto Rico', 'Saint
Lucia', 'Trinidad and Tobago'.
Japan
"Mediterranean World" : 'Algeria', 'Egypt', 'Libyan Arab Jamahiriya', 'Morocco', , 'Tunisia',
'Western Sahara', 'Armenia', 'Azerbaijan', 'Bahrain', 'Cyprus', 'Georgia', 'Iraq', 'Iran', 'Israel', 'Jordan',
'Kuwait', 'Lebanon', 'Occupied Palestinian Territory', 'Oman', 'Qatar', 'Saudi Arabia', 'Syrian Arab
Republic', 'Turkey', 'United Arab Emirates', 'Yemen', 'Turkmenistan', 'Uzbekistan' 'Kyrgyzstan'.
"Chinese World": 'China', 'Democratic People's Republic of Korea', 'Mongolia', 'Republic of Korea',
'Brunei Darussalam', 'Cambodia', 'East Timor', 'Lao People's Democratic Republic', 'Myanmar',
'Philippines', 'Singapore', 'Thailand', 'Vietnam'.
"Africa": 'Burundi', 'Comoros', 'Djibouti', 'Eritrea', 'Ethiopia', 'Kenya', 'Madagascar', 'Malawi',
'Mauritius', 'Mozambique', 'Reunion', 'Rwanda', 'Somalia', 'Uganda', 'Tanzania', 'Zambia', 'Zimbabwe',
'Angola', 'Cameroon', 'Central African Republic', 'Chad', 'Congo', 'Democratic Republic of the Congo',
'Equatorial Guinea', 'Gabon', 'Botswana', 'Lesotho', 'Namibia', 'South Africa', 'Swaziland', 'Benin',
'Burkina Faso', 'Cape Verde', 'Côte d'Ivoire', 'Gambia', 'Ghana', 'Guinea', 'Guinea-Bissau', 'Liberia',
'Mali', 'Mauritania', 'Niger', 'Nigeria', 'Senegal', 'Sierra Leone', 'Togo', 'Sudan'.
"Russian World": 'Belarus', 'Russian Federation', 'Ukraine', 'Republic of Moldova'.
"Indian World": 'India', 'Afghanistan', 'Bangladesh', 'Bhutan', 'Maldives', 'Nepal', 'Pakistan', 'Sri
Lanka', 'Tajikistan', 'Kazakhstan', 'Indonesia', 'Malaysia'.
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